Yeast two-hybrid screening of cyclic peptide libraries using a combination of random and PI-deconvolution pooling strategies.
We developed a high throughput yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay for screening pools of combinatorial cyclic peptide preys against pools of bait proteins. The assay used the PI (pooling with imaginary tags) deconvolution pooling strategy to generate pools of baits and a random pooling strategy to generate pools of cyclic peptide preys. Haploid yeast, expressing pools of baits or preys, were arrayed and mated to each other to generate diploid arrays, where the yeast express both baits and preys. Diploid arrays were scored for activation of the Y2H reporter genes. We used this Y2H pooling strategy, referred to as 'PI-pool-on-random pool', to screen a cyclic peptide library for interactions against Bcr-Abl domains. Seven Bcr-Abl domain baits and LexA control were pooled using the PI deconvolution pooling strategy. The cyclic peptide library was randomly arrayed into pools of ~1000 members. Cyclic peptides were isolated for six of seven Bcr-Abl domain baits. The PI-pool-on-random pooling Y2H assay using high stringency Y2H reporter genes produced no false positives, while missing 20% of real interactions. The high specificity of the PI-pool-on-random pooling Y2H assay eliminates the need to validate interactions. Pooling of baits and preys allows large prey libraries to be screened against multiple baits and takes advantage of PI-deconvolution to determine protein interactions with high sensitivity and specificity. The scalability of this assay allows the peptide preys to be isolated in a high throughput manner against a large number of baits and provides an avenue for generating affinity agents against entire proteomes in the future.